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ABSTRACT 

Encoding written music with a textual format is a technol-
ogy developed for exchanging and analyzing digital music 
scores. In the literature, many standards exist for this pur-
pose, such as, MusicXML and the Music Encoding Initia-
tive (MEI). The Music Encoding Initiative is a standard 
developed for encoding music scores in XML. It supports 
the encoding of different types of notations, such as, Com-
mon Music Notation, Neumes Notation, etc. It encodes 
many features and elements related to musical components 
such as the pitch name, the octave and the duration of 
notes. However, for the researchers in musicology, addi-
tional information are necessary to enrich the MEI and in 
order to provide more specific music analysis.  In this pa-
per, we target the modal monodies analysis. Thus, we pro-
pose to enrich the MEI by appending to its initial schema 
additional information extracted from the generative gram-
mar of modal monodies. The proposed solution consists of 
adding a custom module to the MEI containing new ele-
ments and attributes. In addition, a new semi-automated 
analysis component is proposed for the analysis of tradi-
tional Modal Monodies of the Middle East and the Medi-
terranean cultures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An important part of analytical musicology (and analytical 
ethnomusicology) is dedicated to study the melodic and 
rhythmic structure of compositions and improvisations 
from different traditions in the world, and to propose mod-
els to explain how it works. Thus, generative grammars 
were developed and proposed to enrich the analysis of mu-
sic utterances. A musical generative grammar proposed 
in the Modal Semiotics theory [6], serves for analyzing tra-
ditional modal monodies of the Middle East and the Med-
iterranean cultures (including medieval European monodic 
music, as well as Mashriq and Maghreb traditions).  

The Music Encoding Initiative encodes music in XML, 
a textual, yet structured format. An MEI document is an 
XML document associated to a schema that defines its 
structure [2]. An XML document would have a schema 
written in one of the following three languages: the W3C 
Schema (XSD), RelaxNG (RNG) or Document Type Def-
inition (DTD) [2]. The MEI schema defines and describes 
the numerous elements existing for music encoding. A 
group of elements used for the same purpose constitutes a 
module. Unlike MusicXML, the MEI encodes notations 
other than the Common Music Notation (CMN) as well as 
metadata [1]. The Music Encoding Initiative suits our pro-
ject of encoding the generative grammar of modal mono-
dies according to the Modal Semiotics theory expressed 
in [6].  

The project proposed in [11] and discussed in this paper 
aims at encoding the generative grammar proposed in [6] 
of the traditional modal monodies in MEI format. The pro-
posed solution consists of adding a custom module to the 
MEI. Thus, an algorithm is developed and implemented to 
extract the grammar out of MEI-encoded music before en-
coding them back again with its grammar.  

The paper structure is as follows: In the next section, a 
state of the art is presented introducing the added modules 
to the MEI as well as presenting existing projects concern-
ing music analysis. The third section discusses the pro-
posed solution. The fourth section discusses the experi-
ments conducted to evaluate the proposed solution. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in the last section. 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

Several theories-based solutions are presented in the lit-
erature for analyzing music scores and partitions. In this 
section, we discuss solutions developed for analyzing mu-
sic. In addition, we present contextualized modules added 
to MEI to enrich the MEI standard schema. The author 
in [7] developed a user interface for Schenkerian Analysis, 
aiming to analyze musical scores based on the Schenkerian 
theory proposed by Heinrich Schenker. In an attempt to 
overcome the difficulties of its computer implementation, 
the authors in [8] developed a solution for the Lerdahl and 
Jackendoff’s Generative Theory of Tonal Music. They de-
veloped, implemented and tested four different analyzers. 
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An extension of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), a 
standard developed for encoding texts, made it possible to 
support the encoding of music within texts. The TEI used 
to encode texts and music occurring within texts, consid-
ering musical pieces or notes as images [4]. By adding the 
<notatedMusic> element to the TEI, the latter now sup-
ports the inclusion of music expressed in MEI, a graphical 
representation of the music or any other format represent-
ing the music [4]. All MEI elements within the <notated-
Music> element are prefixed with “mei:”, for example 
<mei:music> [4].  

The project described in [9] uses both MEI and TEI, cre-
ating a data model and using both the MEI and TEI for 
encoding of holdings of the Detmold Court Theatre (1825-
1875), providing a catalog, which can also be used as a 
searching tool for specific data [9, 10].  

The Solesmes module proposed in [2] captures 
Solesmes-specific music notation about Gregorian chant. 
According to [2], the MEI supports the encoding of the 
neume music notation; however, it lacks some specific fea-
tures for the Solesmes-neume notation. A new module is 
proposed, adding new elements and attributes to the MEI 
schema in order to capture more accurately features related 
to the Solesmes-neume notation.  

A new module proposed in [3], adds layout-related com-
ponents in MEI, since the latter does not encode infor-
mation concerning the layout. Using a separate sub-tree, 
the layout module allows the encoding of information con-
cerning multiple visual representations of the music, while 
keeping the musical content intact.  

However, in order to encode the generative grammar of 
modal monodies, which is the main goal of this paper, it is 
necessary to propose a contextualized custom module as 
an extension of the MEI schema. In addition, a semi-auto-
mated algorithm is proposed to implement the analysis 
process.  

3. MODAL SEMIOTICS 

The Modal Semiotics theory in [6], describes a generative 
grammar for modal monodies, related to musical traditions 
of the Mashriq. This grammar aims at rewriting these 
modal monodies based on a set of rules, describing mainly 
some particular modal monodies features such as the 
rhythmic parameter (morphological rewriting) and the me-
lodic parameter (rhythmic melodic morphophonological 
rewriting and modal syntactic rewriting) of the music.  

 
Figure 1. Nuclear Reduction of “Suġītō Qūm fawlōs”, a 
Syriac Maronite Hymn. 

According to the phonological component of this theory 
[6], the final note of a music utterance where the piece 
ends, helps deciding which notes belong to the alpha or 
primary modal nucleus and which belong to the beta or 
secondary modal nucleus (see Figure 1). Compared to the 
final note (considered as the first degree), even notes are 
alphas and odd notes are betas. Each “focal note” in the 

piece placed at the beginning of a syllable is assigned the 
appropriate symbol, either α or β. This is the “Syllabic Nu-
clear Reduction” [6]. 

The “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction” in rhythmic me-
lodic morphophonological rewriting chooses out of the 
symbols in the previous phases, the ones that are more im-
portant. Having the following matrices for the previous 
musical score: 

 

⎝

⎛

(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)⎠

⎞ ↔	*

♩.
♩.
♩.
♩.

, 

 
The first matrix defines the rhythmical structure of the 

measure, meaning at each quarter note ♩, and each eighth 
note ♪ have one of the either two symbols, α or β, assigned 
to it. The second matrix shows that each quarter and eighth 
note are equal to a single quarter dotted note in the “Meta-
syllabic Nuclear Reduction”, taking the symbol of the 
highest note’s duration into consideration, in this case the 
quarter note. 

The next step consists of rewriting the entire music score 
into rhythmic melodic morphophonological matrices and 
modal syntactic vectors. The process described is as fol-
lows: 

-./(01)2 = -.L(01)4(01)2 = -.L(01)24(01) = 	 

(5, 5, 6, 5) *

♩.
♩.
♩.
♩.

, ↔ 	(5, 5, 6, 5)*

(|leḫ|♩, −|maw|♪)
(|tō|♩, −|men|♪)
(|šū|♩, −|ro|♪)
(|yō|♩, −|daH|♪)

, 

The matrix containing α and β is derived from the previ-
ous “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction” phase. However, 
adding the negative sign before notes depends on the mul-
tiplier of that note and its associated symbol [6]. For ex-
ample, |maw|♪ symbol is β while having	5 as its multiplier, 
so a minus sign precedes it (5 =	−6). 

Next, the multiplication of the two matrices takes place 
to get the following result [6]: 

I
5. (|leḫ|♩, −|maw|♪), 5. (|tō|♩, −|men|♪),
6. (|šū|♩, −|ro|♪), 5. (|yō|♩, −Jda′J♪)

L 

 

↔ I
(5. |leḫ|♩, 6. |maw|♪), (5. |tō|♩, 6. |men|♪),
(6. |šū|♩, 5. |ro|♪), (5. |yō|♩, 6. |daH|♪) L 

Later, notes’ pitch names replace alphas and betas to ob-
tain the “Phonological Realization”: 

I
(M. |leḫ|♩, N. |maw|♪), (/. |tō|♩, O. |men|♪),
(O. |šū|♩, P. |ro|♪), ./. |yō|♩, O. Jda′J♪2

L 

The “Vector Transcoding” comes next, which consists of 
transforming the piece into vectors (primordial prolonga-
tive vector Q⃗, suspensive vector S⃗, questioning vector T⃗, 
responsive vector U⃗) under the following rules, as de-
scribed in [6]: 

55VVVVV⃗ = Q⃗														66VVVVV⃗ = S⃗															56VVVVV⃗ = T⃗														65VVVVV⃗ = U⃗ 
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The result for the first measure and the entire piece are 
as follows respectively: 

(Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗) (Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗, (Q⃗),Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗) 

The so called “Syntactic Elaboration” clotures the anal-
ysis, by rewriting entirely the music utterance using vec-
toral decomposition equations, starting with the Funda-
mental/Original Structure or Primordial Dichotomy equa-
tion, as described in [6]: 

{Q⃗} → {[T⃗] + [U⃗]} 

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

In order to attend our goal, the solution consists of adding 
a new custom module, named “grammar” to the MEI 
schema. In addition to the semi-automated algorithm for 
music scores analysis. 

4.1 The Schema Extension 

Similar to TEI, MEI schema is extensible. It allows enrich-
ing the encoding process by contextualized custom mod-
ules. Thus, developers can generate their own custom 
schemas out of the initial MEI schema [2]. First, an XML 
document describes the expected custom output schema, 
then using the TEI stylesheets; the latter use the XML file 
and the MEI schema to generate a schema file describing 
the expected MEI schema. Referring to this technical ap-
proach, the new custom module so called “grammar” is 
generated, for encoding generative grammar of Modal 
Monodies within MEI. The new elements and attributes 
added to the schema are present below in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Newly added elements and attributes to the 
MEI schema. 

Table 1 describes the elements and attributes of the 
“grammar” module. 

                                                        
1 https://ctan.org/pkg/lilyglyphs 

Attributes 

Attribute Description 

snr Attribute for the note element. 
Used for the “Syllabic Nuclear 
Reduction”, it may contain only 
two values α and β. 

mnr Attribute for the note element. It 
may contain “yes” or “no” val-
ues, describing whether the note 
is taken into consideration in the 
“Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduc-
tion” or not. 

number Serves as an identifier for the 
<phonoRealization>, <mrmr> 
and <vecTrans> elements in the 
case of considering repetitions, 
reflecting the index of the meas-
ure in the analysis before and af-
ter the repetition. 

Elements 

Element Description 

mrmr Child of the <measure> element. 
Destined for the encoding of the 
“Morphophonological Rhythmic 
and Melodic Rewriting”; it con-
tains matrices and mathematical 
equations. 

phonoRealization Child of the <measure> element. 
Used to encode the “Phonologi-
cal Realization” phase of the 
analysis, just like mrmr it con-
tains matrices and equations as 
well. 

vecTrans Child of both the <measure> and 
<music> elements. It serves as 
the element for the encoding of 
the “Vector Transcoding” phase, 
and it contains vectors. 

Table 1. Description of the components of the "gram-
mar" module. 

All elements and attributes present in Table 1 contain 
mathematical expressions, symbols or expressions, except 
for the mnr and number attributes, so having a textual for-
mat for representing equations within XML is mandatory. 
The snr attribute has only two values, “\alpha” or “\beta”, 
while the three elements contain equations including ma-
trices and vectors, making the TeX language suitable, sim-
ilar to the TEI encoding of mathematical expressions [5]. 
The TeX package, “lilyglyps” a package for displaying 
“Lilypond” music symbols, used for the representation of 
notes and rests in the matrices during the encoding pro-
cess.1  
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4.2 The Semi-Automated Music Analysis Algorithm 

The semi-automated music analysis algorithm is presented 
in this section. It consists of implementing the music anal-
ysis proposed in [6], and to encode the result in the “gram-
mar” module. However, the phases stating from the “Syl-
labic Nuclear Reduction” until the “Vector Transcoding” 
were done, leaving the last phase, “Syntactic Elaboration”, 
unimplemented. 

The algorithm takes as an input a score of music encoded 
in MEI, and returns an updated MEI document containing 
the “grammar” elements and the attributes as results of the 
analysis. The analysis process proceeds in a sequential 
manner, for each measure in the analyzed music score, all 
analysis phases are applied; when completed, the next 
measure is analyzed and so on.  

The same process executes when the analysis includes 
repetitions except that prior to the analysis repeated 
measures is mandatory. In the case, of multiple verses in 
each processing of the measure the appropriate verse is 
taken into account. 

4.2.1 Syllabic Nuclear Reduction 
This phase consists of assigning for each note in the music 
score α and β symbols. First, the lowest and the highest 
notes of the music score are identified. 
In addition, the algorithm identifies the final note of the 
music score and identified as alpha note (α). According to 
this reference note, the alpha (α) and beta (β) notes of the 
music score are identified. 

Descending from the final note towards the lowest note, 
each even note after the final note is an alpha while odd 
notes are betas, for example, if the fourth octave C note 
(C4) is the final note, and the third octave A note (A3) is 
the lowest, C4 is α, B3 is β and A3 is α. The process stops 
when the algorithm reaches the lowest note in the piece. 
The second part constitutes of a similar process, starting 
from the final note and moving towards the highest note, 
even notes are alpha and odd notes are betas as well, for 
example, if C4 is the final note, and F4 is the highest, C4 
is α, D4 is β, E4 is α and F4 is β. Next, the algorithm checks 
the music given as input for syllables, if they exist then the 
notes residing at the beginning of each syllable are as-
signed to their corresponding symbol from the aforemen-
tioned array. If no syllables exist, then a calculation of the 
nuclear reduction based on a user given matrix takes place. 
Having the following piece of music [6]: 

 
Figure 3. Dūlāb Rāst. 

Moreover, the following matrix (based on the percussive 
waḥda cycle dum♩, tak�, tak�): 

I
♩

(♪,♪)L 

 

                                                        
2 A quarter note would have a duration of four in MEI for example, how-
ever in this paper MEI durations are inversed 1.  

The analysis algorithm tries to find out matches between 
the notes within the matrix, represented by the following 
values [[0.25], [0.125, 0.125]], and those within every 
measure in the music score. The above matrix describes 
each measure, meaning that every measure contains a 
quarter note and two eighth notes, or their equivalents; for 
example, two eighth notes instead of a quarter note. By 
processing each measure sequentially, each note’s dura-
tion2 

                                   (1) 

(a quarter note would have a duration of	1
]
, n retrieved from 

the note’s dur attribute) is checked with the first element 
of the matrix. Considering that element is d, the snr attrib-
ute is added in case the note’s duration is equal to the du-
ration of the latter, while the result of (1) is added to a sum 
in the other case. The first note of the sum is the note that 
has the snr attribute added to it when the sum is equal to	^, 
meaning that a series of notes equal to ^ were found, for 
example, finding two eighth notes while searching for a 
quarter note. When an element of the matrix is found, the 
algorithm proceeds to the next one. Dotted notes are cal-
culated using their corresponding equivalents, for exam-
ple, a ♩. is replaced by a quarter note and an eighth note ♩. 
= ♩ + ♪ . The equivalents’ durations are useful for calcu-
lating the durations using the aforementioned formula. 
Figure 4 shows the result for Figure 3, as follows: 

 
Figure 4. Dūlāb Rāst after SNR phase. 

The analysis of a syllabled music score (see Figure 5), 
returns the result as illustrated in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 5. Suġītō Qūm fawlōs. 

 
Figure 6. SNR phase result for Suġītō Qūm fawlōs. 

The outcome of the “Syllabic Nuclear Reduction” phase 
introduces new elements in MEI encoding document as 
follows: 
<note xml:id="m-40" dur="4" dur.ges="256p" 
oct="4" pname="c" pnum="48" stem.dir="up" 
snr="\alpha"> 

<verse n="1"> 
<syl wordpos="t">leḫ</syl> 

</verse> 
</note> 
 

n
1
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In the element <note>, specific attributes and elements 
are defined as follows: the duration (dur) of the note, the 
pitch name (pname), the octave (oct), while having ele-
ments like <verse> and <syl> describing the verses and 
the syllables respectively.  

In addition, new attribute (snr) is added to the schema, 
representing the assigned nucleus of a note in the “Syllabic 
Nuclear Reduction”. 

4.2.2 Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction 
The “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction” phase initiates af-
ter the completion of the previous phase. It needs as an in-
put an initial matrix manually provided at the beginning of 
the analysis [6]. The following matrix is an example for 
the score in Figure 5. 

_-4	`abUcd:

⎝

⎛

(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)
(♩,♪)⎠

⎞ ↔ 	`-4	`abUcd:*

♩.
♩.
♩.
♩.

, 

The analysis algorithm receives the matrices as arrays. A 
numerical value is assigned to each note as follows: [[0.25, 
0.125], [0.25, 0.125], [0.25, 0.125], [0.25, 0.125]] and 
[0.375, 0.375, 0.375, 0.375] respectively. These values in 
the array stand for the duration of the notes in the matrix, 
and the arrays within the initial array represent the rows 
within the matrix. 

For each row in the matrix, the corresponding note con-
taining a snr attribute for the highest duration in that row 
is chosen in the “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction”. The al-
gorithm adds the mnr attribute to that note with a value of 
“yes”. As illustrated in the music score of the Figure 6, the 
first row of its “SNR Matrix” contains a quarter and an 
eighth note. The quarter note being the highest, the first 
note in the first measure, will have the mnr attribute set to 
“yes”, as for the second row in the matrix and the third note 
in the piece. The same process is applied for each row in 
the matrix.  

This process is the same for every measure in the piece. 
The music score shown in Figure 7 contains the MNR and 
SNR. 

 

 
Figure 7. MNR phase result for Suġītō Qūm fawlōs. 

As an example, the mnr attribute of the element <note> 
is represented as follows:  
<note xml:id="m-40" dur="4" dur.ges="256p" 
oct="4" pname="c" pnum="48" stem.dir="up" 
snr="\alpha" mnr="yes"> 

<verse n="1"> 
<syl wordpos="t">leḫ</syl> 

</verse> 
</note> 

                                                        
3 Notes of the matrix are replaced by rests if rests exist at the end of a 
measure 

4.2.3 Morphophonological Rhythmic and Melodic 
Rewriting 
After adding both the snr and mnr attributes, the process 
of generating matrices and the equations is necessary for 
the “Morphophonological Rhythmic and Melodic Rewrit-
ing”. 

We consider δ the matrix of alphas and betas.  The notes 
of a measure containing the snr and mnr attributes having 
the latter set to “yes”, will have their snr attribute values 
appended to δ. 

δ = 	 (5, 5, 6, 5) 

The above example represents the matrix generated for 
the first measure of the music score shown in Figure 6. 
This matrix is then, multiplied by the matrix given for the 
“Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction”, shown in Figure 6. The 
result is represented as follows: 

(5, 5, 6, 5)*

♩.
♩.
♩.
♩.

, 

Next, the δ multiplies the “SNR Matrix” shown in the 
section 4.4.2. However, before the multiplication, if the 
matrix contains more than one element in any of its rows, 
then its corresponding symbol within the δ matrix is com-
pared to its snr attribute value. If they are different then a 
negative sign precedes the note. In the case of a syllabled 
music score, the corresponding syllables precede the notes 
as well. 

(5, 5, 6, 5)*

(|leḫ|♩, −|maw|♪)
(|tō|♩, −|men|♪)
(|šū|♩, −|ro|♪)
(|yō|♩, −|daH|♪)

, 

Considering −|maw| ♪, the negative sign indicates that 
the note’s equivalent within the music is β while its multi-
plier is α in the δ matrix. 

The multiplication of the two matrices continues by mul-
tiplying each element in the δ matrix by its corresponding 
row in the second matrix. Resulting the following output: 

g
5. (|leḫ|♩, −|maw|♪),5. (|tō|♩, −|men|♪),
6. (|šū|♩, −|ro|♪), 5. (|yō|♩, −|daH|♪) h 

The final step of this entire phase3 is the process of mul-
tiplying the symbols α and β with the elements present in 
each row, directly. If a minus precedes the element within 
the row, -its snr attribute is different from the multiplier- 
the multiplier changes, α turns into β and vice versa. 

g
(5. |leḫ|♩, 6. |maw|♪), (5. |tō|♩, 6. |men|♪),
(6. |šū|♩, 5. |ro|♪), (5. |yō|♩, 6. |daH|♪) h 

The matrices shown in this section are expressed in TeX 
format as added in the element named <mrmr>, child of 
the <measure> element, as a TeX string, as shown below: 
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<mrmr> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha , \alpha , \beta , \alpha  
\end{pmatrix} 
\begin{pmatrix} 
\quarterNoteDotted \\ \quarterNoteDotted \\ 
\quarterNoteDotted \\ \quarterNoteDotted 
\end{pmatrix} 
\\  
\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha , \alpha , \beta , \alpha  
\end{pmatrix} 
\begin{pmatrix}  
( |leḫ| \quarterNote,-|maw| \eighthNote ) \\  
( |tō| \quarterNote,-|men| \eighthNote ) \\  
( |šū| \quarterNote,-|ro| \eighthNote ) \\  
( |yō| \quarterNote,-|da‘| \eighthNote )  
\end{pmatrix} 
\\  
\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha.( |leḫ| \quarterNote,-|maw| \eighthNote 
), 
\alpha.( |tō| \quarterNote,-|men| \eighthNote ), 
\beta.( |šū| \quarterNote,-|ro| \eighthNote ), 
\alpha.( |yō| \quarterNote,-|da‘| \eighthNote ) 
\end{pmatrix} 
\\  
\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
( \alpha.|leḫ| \quarterNote,\beta.|maw| \eighth-
Note ) ,  
( \alpha.|tō| \quarterNote,\beta.|men| \eighth-
Note ) ,  
( \beta.|šū| \quarterNote,\alpha.|ro| \eighth-
Note ) ,  
( \alpha.|yō| \quarterNote,\beta.|da‘| \eighth-
Note )  
\end{pmatrix} 
</mrmr> 

If repetitions are considered in the analysis, the <mrmr> 
element is added twice with different values for the num-
ber attribute. For the first measure of the score shown in 
Figure 6, the result is as the following: 
<mrmr number="1"> 
... 
</mrmr> 
<mrmr number="3"> 
... 
</mrmr> 
 

4.2.4 Phonological Realization 
This phase consists of multiplying each element of the 
“SNR Matrix” with its corresponding note’s pitch name. 
In the analysis algorithm, this step is part of the “Morpho-
phonological Rhythmic and Melodic Rewriting”. Repeat-
ing the final step performed in the previous phase, replac-
ing alphas and betas by the corresponding pitch names of 
notes. A string in the TeX syntax expresses the entire equa-
tion, encoded as the value of the <phonoRealization> MEI 
element that is a child element of the <measure> element. 

The “Phonological Realization” of the first measure of 
the music score shown in Figure 7 is represented as fol-
lows: 

g
(M. |leḫ|♩, N. |maw|♪), (/. |tō|♩, O. |men|♪),
(O. |šū|♩, P. |ro|♪), (/. |yō|♩, O. |daH|♪) h 

 

<phonoRealization> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
( C.|leḫ|\quarterNote , D.|maw|\eighthNote ) ,  
( E.|tō|\quarterNote , F.|men|\eighthNote ) ,  
( F.|šū|\quarterNote , G.|ro|\eighthNote ) ,  
( E.|yō|\quarterNote , F.|da‘|\eighthNote ) 
\end{pmatrix} 
</phonoRealization> 

If repetitions are considered in the analysis, the 
<phonoRealization> element is added twice with different 
values for the number attribute, similarly to the <mrmr> 
element. For the first measure of the score shown in Figure 
7, the result is as the following: 
<phonoRealization number="1"> 
... 
</phonoRealization> 
<phonoRealization number="3"> 
... 
</phonoRealization> 

4.2.5 Vector Transcoding 
The last step of the entire analysis algorithm consists of 
generating vectors out of the musical analysis. Using the 
values of the snr attributes of notes taken into considera-
tion in the “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction”, each two 
consecutive values are equal to a vector based on the fol-
lowing rules [6]: 

55VVVVV⃗ = Q⃗								66VVVVV⃗ = S⃗								56VVVVV⃗ = T⃗								65VVVVV⃗ = U⃗ 

Two consecutive notes containing the snr attribute set, 
with the mnr attribute equal to “yes”, are replaced by their 
corresponding vector based on their snr attribute values. 
Vectors generation takes place on both, a per measure ba-
sis and for the entire music. In the second case, which ex-
ecutes when all measures are analyzed, a vector generated 
by two symbols that belong to different measures, an open-
ing parenthesis and a closing parenthesis precedes and suc-
ceeds the vector respectively. At last, the <vecTrans> ele-
ment is added to both <music> and <measure> elements 
within MEI. 

The following represents the result of the Vector Trans-
coding phase for both the first measure and the entire score 
shown in Figure 7. 

(Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗)	 
<vecTrans> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
\vec{p} , \vec{q} , \vec{r}   
\end{pmatrix} 
</vecTrans> 

(Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗, (Q⃗),Q⃗, T⃗, U⃗) 
<vecTrans> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
\vec{p} , \vec{q} , \vec{r} ,  
(\vec{p}) ,  
\vec{p} , \vec{q} , \vec{r}   
\end{pmatrix} 
</vecTrans> 

Like both the <mrmr> and <phonoRealization> element 
occurs twice with different values for the number attribute. 
For the first measure of the score shown in Figure 7, the 
result is as the following: 
<vecTrans number="1"> 
... 
</vecTrans> 
<vecTrans number="3"> 
... 
</vecTrans> 
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4.2.6 Anacrusis 
One important aspect of the analysis is dealing with the 
anacrusis. A “Syllabic Nuclear Reduction” occurs on the 
measure of the anacrusis if it exists, however, unlike the 
process described earlier; this process applies in the in-
verse. The process starts by finding the notes from the end 
of the matrix and backwards. For the example shown in 
Figure 5, and using the matrix shown in the “Metasyllabic 
Nuclear Reduction” section 3.3.2, an eighth note is found 
at the end of the matrix. This note left as it is while rests 
replace the other notes in the matrix for the “Morpho-
phonological Rhythmic and Melodic Rewriting”. The ma-
trix that contains alphas and betas is retrieved from the last 
measure in case of the absence of repetitions, or from the 
measure that returns to the beginning in the other case. The 
same process described earlier for both the “Morpho-
phonological Rhythmic and Melodic Rewriting” and “Pho-
nological Realization” executes, while replacing absent 
notes with rests, and replacing pitches in the latter phase 
by underscores. The result of the anacrusis analysis of the 
piece shown in Figure 7 would be as following in both Fig-
ure 8 and Figure 9: 

Figure 8. MRMR for the anacrusis. 
 

 
Figure 9. MRMR and PR for the anacrusis. 

 
<mrmr> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha, \alpha, \beta, \alpha  
\end{pmatrix} 
\begin{pmatrix}  
\quarterNoteDotted \\ \quarterNoteDotted \\ 
\quarterNoteDotted \\ \quarterNoteDotted 
\end{pmatrix}  
\\  
\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha, \alpha, \beta, \alpha  
\end{pmatrix} 
\begin{pmatrix}  
(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) \\  
(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) \\  
(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) \\  
(\crotchetRest, |Am|\eighthNote)    
\end{pmatrix}  
\\  

\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
\alpha.(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) ,  
\alpha.(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) , 
\beta.(\crotchetRest, \quaverRest) ,  
\alpha.(\crotchetRest, |Am|\eighthNote)   
\end{pmatrix}  
\\  
\\  
\begin{pmatrix}  
(\alpha.\crotchetRest, \beta.\quaverRest) , 
(\alpha.\crotchetRest, \beta.\quaverRest) , 
(\beta.\crotchetRest, \beta.\quaverRest) ,  
(\alpha.\crotchetRest, \alpha.|Am|\eighthNote)   
\end{pmatrix} 
</mrmr> 
<phonoRealization> 
\begin{pmatrix}  
(\_.\crotchetRest, \_.\quaverRest) , 
(\_.\crotchetRest, \_.\quaverRest) , 
(\_.\crotchetRest, \_.\quaverRest) , 
(\_.\crotchetRest, C.|Am|\eighthNote)   
\end{pmatrix} 
</phonoRealization> 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 Analysis Algorithm Evaluation  

The algorithm discussed in this paper and implemented in 
JavaScript using NodeJS, contains two modules, one of 
them processing repetitions. It provides the possibility to 
choose whether to consider repetitions in the analysis or 
not alongside providing the necessary matrices for the pro-
cess. Depending on the choice, the appropriate module ex-
ecutes. The algorithm accepts as an input an MEI docu-
ment, and outputs another MEI document containing the 
“grammar” module elements and attributes with their ap-
propriate values alongside a PDF file containing the piece 
rendered using Verovio [12] and SVG processing for plac-
ing alphas and betas above notes, with the entire analysis 
expressed in terms of mathematical expressions. 

We chose twelve music scores from [6] for testing and 
evaluating the correctness of the implemented analysis al-
gorithm. The correctness verification is the most important 
criteria monitored and evaluated during the testing proce-
dure. The correctness measurement is phase based, mean-
ing an analysis is not entirely wrong if an error occurs at 
only one phase. However, if an error exists in one phase 
that may affect the next one, the latter is considered correct 
if its output is correct considering the error caused by a 
previous phase. 

The algorithm analyzes and encodes all measures. How-
ever, since the algorithm cannot yet analyze correctly other 
than the first measure when encountering a strophic song, 
an exception is made, evaluating only the first measure for 
strophic songs. While in the other case, the evaluation con-
sidered all measures. The phases are represented by P1, P2, 
P3, P4 and P5, which represent the “Syllabic Nuclear Re-
duction”, “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction”, “Morpho-
phonological Rhythmic and Melodic Rewriting”, “Phono-
logical Realization” and “Vector Transcoding” respec-
tively. The results for the conducted experiments are pre-
sent in Table 2. 
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Instrumental Music 

Music P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Repetition Included 

Dārij Ḥijāz ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Repetition Free 

Dūlāb Rāst ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Syllabled Music 

Music P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Repetition Included 

Huwwāra ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Jibnā l-kibbī wi-
l-ḥinnā 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Jibnā l-‘arūs uw-
jīnā 

✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Daḥṭō lō neḥtē ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Hymn A02 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Suġītō Qūm 
fawlōs 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Bo’ūtō dmor 
afrēm 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Repetition Free 

Dal‘ōnā ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Yā šamsi ḍallik 
šāriqā 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Yā šamsi ḍallik 
šāriqā 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Table 2. Results of the performed tests. 

5.2 Discussion 

Evaluating only the first measure for strophic songs, 
eleven out of twelve pieces analyses were correct, repre-
senting a 92% correctness. 

The results presented in the section 5.1, show that the al-
gorithm is able to analyze the majority of modal monodies. 
In the case of strophic songs, the evaluation takes into ac-
count the first measure only; otherwise, all measures were 
evaluated. The analyses of eleven pieces were completely 
correct, while only the analysis of “Jibnā l-‘arūs uw-jīnā” 
was not. This is due to an unsupported case that caused an 
incorrect output in the second phase, the “Metasyllabic 
Nuclear Reduction” phase, choosing α instead of a β. This 
is due to the lack of support for some cases rarely present 
in some pieces. Other cases exist as well, that are not sup-
ported and yet to be done. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper discussed a solution proposed for encoding tra-
ditional modal monodies generative grammar in MEI. The 
solution consists of adding a new custom module to the 
initial MEI schema, alongside developing an analysis al-
gorithm for the extraction and encoding of the generative 
grammar. Three new elements and three attributes were 
added to the MEI schema by creating the grammar module. 
The implemented algorithm, analyzes the musical scores 
as per described in [6]. All mathematical expressions and 
matrices were expressed in TeX, making it easier to under-
stand and render equations, while using the “lilyglyphs” 
TeX package in order to represent notes like quarter notes 
♩ and eighth notes ♪ . The conducted experiments tested 
the correctness of the implemented analysis algorithm and 
the results are evaluated satisfactory.  

The algorithm helps performing the analysis in an auto-
matic and time saving manner. The results provided by the 
output of the algorithm may also be used to generate new 
modal monodies. 

As future work, improvements are expected to enhance 
the analysis algorithm in order to implement specific iden-
tified cases in the modal semiotics theory [6] not still sup-
ported in the analysis algorithm. 

In addition, one of feature is to import MusicXML doc-
uments and analyze them as MEI files. Finally, it is ex-
pected to automatically identify the input matrices needed 
for both the “Syllabic Nuclear Reduction” for instrumental 
scores and the “Metasyllabic Nuclear Reduction” phase. 
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